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Paul G

on
11/19/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










vey solid weapon. Would highly recommend it 











Warren M

on
12/23/2022




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










This is one of my favorite bang-bangs. And in 40 caliber, it’s an effective tool with manageable recall. 











Douglas G

on
03/30/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Good gun for the price could not of been more happier 











Anthony D

on
04/15/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I bought 14 round mags and it feels even better when shooting. With practice I find the double to be a great shooter. 











David C

on
03/05/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Took awhile to shoot accurately. I always take to range with me because it has trained me on my trigger control , 











Marcus P

on
01/31/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I just want to say!! Thank you again Buds Gun Shop!! You have never dissapointed me!! Your service is excellent!! Quick delivery! And the Sig 250 I bought looksgreat and functions perfectly!! Thanks again Buds!! I look forword to my next purchase from you!! And I highly recommend Buds Gun Shop!! 











Richard G

on
08/18/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










SImply does what it says. No regrets & no complaints, 











Terrell P

on
07/26/2018




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Well balanced. It feels good in my hand. The trigger pull is long and made me go back to the basics, but the was ready to embrace that. Overall a well built pistol for the price. My biggest problem is how off the sights are. My first out was disappointing with off sights and long trigger to learn. I also thought it came with a paddle holster. Confident ill end up happy overall. 











Taura V

on
06/27/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Husband loves his Sigs...Get the P250 he's on target after target. No FTF FTE. Thanks Buds. 











John D

on
06/13/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is a gun i wanted but after checking other sites and asking people i know they say that they paid less. 











Axel C

on
06/08/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I’ve bought multiple firearms throw Buds and have never had a problem with the delivery or the transaction. For the price the P250 is excellent. It’s a shame that Sig stopped supporting it. Yes, the trigger being so long is kind of weird at first but after multiple sessions at the range and Dry Firing at home one gets use to it. A great CCW option. 











David K

on
05/30/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This was my first purchase from Bud’s. I ordered on a Tuesday, picked up from my gun shop Friday morning, excellent service all around. Love the P250, I had shot one side by side with my Glock 19 in 9MM and the Sig is by far a nicer gun, the recoil from 40S&W was no worse than 9mm from a Glock. I had put off buying one, then they were discontinued. When I saw these pop back up I knew I had to get one. 











Frank E

on
08/15/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is one review I am happy to write. Are you kidding me s Sig Sauer P250 second generation 40 caliber semi-auto with two thirteen round magazines and a holster for $234.00 delivered is just unreal. The gun was shipped within 48 hours and arrived in perfect condition two days later. Went to the range and right out the box put two hundred rounds through it with no malfunctions. Cleaned it and now it's my new conceal carry. Keep offering these type of deals Bud you will have a customer for life. 











Aaron A

on
02/16/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I purchased this pistol a couple years ago when Buds had it for $361 shipped. At that time it did come with 2 mags and I have purchased an extra since. As other reviewers have said, the fit is nothing to write home about, and it isn't their top of the line by any means, but it does shoot nice. For a budget sig, it makes a great conceal carry, and the weight is nice when loaded and in your hand. I've put around 400 rounds since the purchase and am sure it still needs some further break-in. The trigger is smooth as you'd expect from a Sig, and the slide is also as you would expect, although not AS smooth as their better models. Definitely worth the buy for anything other than competition shooting. I've put nearly every brand of round through and have yet to experience a FTF or FTE. You can buy with confidence on this one. 











Robert Kenneth D

on
05/15/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is my first buy from Bud's and my FFL here in Greensboro has high praise indeed for Bud's as do I; what a professional, put together company. I truly bought with confidence and felt looked after every step of the way. I never had to chase anyone for updates and info. But, to business: I just took delivery of this weapon and I'm sure when I fire it tomorrow, it will live up to all its good press. The ergonomics are good, the sights nice and level, easy to read, and I have no doubt that if this latest modular offering lives up to even half Sig's reputation for reliability and durability, I will be a very happy camper. BE ADVISED: There is a lot of daylight in the fit here. And while the action is silky smooth, and most important, the trigger absolutely smooth as glass with no creep and a truly excellent break, overall the gun feels a little tinny and insubstantial. Also, and here's the kicker: all the tech info says this gun is "ONLY AVAILABLE IN DOUBLE ACTION" sorry boys, my P250 is SINGLE ACTION, NO MANUAL SAFETY. I bought this gun for it's reputation; for my previous experiences with SIG; for the innovation of the modular scheme, and for the action and trigger. I have to give Five Stars. 











Jim S

on
11/05/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is my first handgun from Bud's . Excellent handgun, no FTF or FTE , exactly what i wanted and was very easy to purchase online and extremely professional customer service. They'll be getting probably all my business from now on. Keep up the great work and nice prices. 











Roger R

on
08/12/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










this is such a great gun! already put 100 rounds thru it and i'm just in love with it. 











Kenneth B

on
07/06/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Definitely a nice little gun. First, I have to say the ergonomics are excellent. Maybe the best I've felt from a pistol. I shot this right out of the box using crappy remanufactured junk that they sold at my range and it was FTF and FTE galore. I went back and got some real Federal ammo and this thing was good to go. No FTF of FTE--just like a Sig should be. So make sure you use high grade ammo with this gun. That goes for any gun really. Also, I am not the best shooter by any means but this gun is not overly accuate out of the box, and I don't believe it was the sights. Like all guns it needs a good 200 to 500 rounds for break in--but this one even more so. Gun was REALLY tight out of the box. But I'm pretty confident that a good 500 rounds and it'll be spot on-- or at least as accurate as big .40 cal round can be. All in all great gun. Only down side is that it comes with only one magazine. This pistols not quite up to par with a P226 or P229, but still a great gun. Also light enough and dependable enough for concealed carry. Would definitley recommend if your looking to buy a Glock but want to save $200. 











Keith E

on
05/01/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I was very pleased with the service provided. My firearm arrived in a timely manner with no problems or damage. I put 300 rounds through my SIG with no problems so far. The trigger took some getting used to but it didn't take long. I plan on getting the X-Change kit from SIG to get the most bang for my buck which is why I chose this model. I'm a novice but I am pleased with SIG SAUER and Buds. One thing to keep in mind with this model is the fact that THERE ARE TWO VERSIONS OF THIS MODEL!!! An older slimmer one and a newer thicker design. Buds sold me the newer model. I found that out (and so did the Pros at the Range and the Gun Shop) the hard way when I tried to get a Sig Sauer and a Blackhawk holster. The same went for extra mags FROM SIG!! I bought 2, one worked, the other one didn't because of the design in the floor plate. The newer one got 2 grooves at the back of the floor plate while the older one is straight all the way across. I took the (older) mag that didn't fit to the Gun Shop...707 Gun Shop in Myrtle Beach, SC, the BEST....and they hooked me up. It's a quick 2 min fix if you take it to anyone who can legally alter/modify firearms. For the record, I got the right clip and the wrong one modified to fit at 707 GUN SHOP in Myrtle Beach, SC. Anyway, I am officially a SIG SAUER fan for LIFE and Buds will definitely receive more business from me in the future. Thanx for the service, Brother!!!!! 











Lloyd C

on
03/31/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










The only issues I have is that the pistol is DA only and other places include two extra mags and the .357 barrel. I like the weapon but am jealous that some of my friends saved alot by getting the mags and 357 barrel with their purchase. 











Gary W

on
03/27/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Another great transaction from Buds out of the three I have made in recent months. Gun arrived at the FFL in two business days from the order date. My only complaint at first was the take down lever was extremely difficult to turn and remove from the frame in order to get the trigger assembly out. There was a rubber o-ring on the take down lever that was rubbing against the frame. My solution (right or wrong) to this was to put some of the lubricant that came with the pistol around the o-ring and it turned freely afterwards. Have not had a chance to fire it yet as the weather has not cooperated to make it to the range, but looking forward to going to try it out. 











Barthelemieu S

on
03/23/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great gun just had to oil it to make it easy to take apart 











Collier K

on
02/11/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I got my p450 about a month ago and Inreally like this weapon. I do not understand those who say this weapon is not accurate. I have not fired a weapon since I left the army 20 years ago. I took it out of the box, took my time and applied the techniques I learned in the army, and after I got use to the recoil, I was hitting the black on all my shots. Now, after a month, I can consistently hit bullseyes without any site adjustment. The double actioin does require patience. If I do not exercise good fundamentals, I shoot low and left. Trigger control is crucial with this weapon because it is DOA. Fatigue also diminishes accuracy as well. If a guy like me can shoot tight groups with this weapon, any experienced shooter should be able to as well. 











Lennie W

on
02/07/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I ordered and received my Sig Sauer 250 in a few short days. Ordering for painless and receiving the weapon at Dixie Triggers was a professional and pleasant experience. The weapon was perfect and I look forward to many years. Thanks everyone for the great service. 











Melvin R

on
12/27/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Not a bad compact hand gun. Only dislike of this firearm was the trigger pull which took a bit getting use to. Another fine weapon by Sig Sauer with a great price for a nice 40! 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat

Ask the Community
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